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Figure 2. Plan of Cormonachan Woodlands path route. (courtesy Cormonachan
Community Woodlands Ltd)
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Introduction
Cormonachan Community Woodlands Ltd (formerly known as Cormonachan Woodlands
Association until 1 April 2020) have been granted planning permission by Loch Lomond and
The Trossachs National Park (LLTTNP) for the ‘Upper Cormonachan Paths Project’ (Planning
Reference: 2019/0001/DET, approved 11 July 2019). The objective of the work is to improve
access and interpretation and ensure the longer-term preservation of the settlement site.
The Upper Cormonachan Paths Project is part of the Argyll Forest Park Landscape Heritage
Scheme. The project aims to improve access to the heritage asset of Upper Cormonachan
township (NS 19026 96745) by the construction of new walking paths and to enhance the
heritage resources by undertaking clearance of vegetation, any necessary consolidation works
and installing interpretation panels.
Cormonachan Community Woodlands Ltd is a not-for-profit company limited by guarantee
with a Memorandum of Understanding and lease from Forestry and Land Scotland (the
landowners) and permission to undertake the path project.
Firat Archaeological Services were commissioned by Cormonachan Community Woodlands
to undertake the archaeological work required to discharge the planning conditions and assist
with the interpretation of the archaeological remains.
The archaeological recording and monitoring work were carried out by Fiona Baker and took
place on 29 September and 23 October 2019 and 14 and 25 February and 9 March 2020.

Planning Consent
Planning Reference: 2019/0001/DET
Condition 1 Archaeological Investigation: Prior to the commencement of the development
hereby approved a programme of archaeological work in accordance with a written scheme of
investigation (WSI) shall be submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Planning Authority
in consultation with the West of Scotland Archaeology Service. Thereafter the approved WSI
shall be implemented in full.
Reason: To safeguard the archaeological value of the site
A Written Scheme of Investigation for Archaeological Work at Cormonachan Woodlands, Loch
Goil, Loch Lomond and The Trossachs National Park. Planning Reference: 2019/0001/DET.
Prepared on behalf of Cormonachan Woodlands Association by Firat Archaeological Services,
24 September 2019 was agreed by the West of Scotland Archaeology Service on 26 September
2019 and approved by Loch Lomond and The Trossachs Panning Authority on 27 September
2019.
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Scope and Objectives of the Archaeological Work
The development required archaeological mitigation in the form of an archaeological survey
and assessment of the township of Upper Cormonachan and the proposed path network through
and in the immediate vicinity of the settlement along with the proposed locations of
interpretation boards.
This was to ensure that the tree felling and clearance works necessary to make the site
accessible and safe for visitors did not damage the archaeological remains. Further, that the
location of the path and interpretation sign board did not cause any damage to the
archaeological remains.
The first stage of the archaeological work was an initial archaeological appraisal of the site in
its present condition to ensure all archaeological remains were identified, determine the threats
to archaeological preservation posed by existing trees and propose a felling strategy that would
ensure improved longer term preservation of the site and improve accessibility and
interpretation for visitors.
Following on from the initial survey in September and October 2019, an interim report was
produced - Upper Cormonachan, Loch Goil. Cormonachan Woodlands Association. Update
on archaeological survey. 26 October 2019. Fiona Baker, Firat Archaeological Services.
Based on this initial assessment the trees that required felling, in order to reduce and remove
the threat they were causing and posed to the archaeological remains, were agreed with the
West of Scotland Archaeology Service.
Further site recording work to complete the measured site plan and written and photographic
records of all archaeological features, reported here, was undertaken in February 2020 and
monitoring of the tree felling was undertaken in March 2020. A further stage of monitoring
work will take place during the actual path construction and installation of the interpretation
board later in 2020 (perhaps in 2021 due to Covid 19 imposed delays).
The archaeological consultation and mitigation work also includes assessment of, and
recommendations on, the access and interpretation improvement measures. In addition to the
felling of trees the path route has been amended to ensure the archaeological remains are not
damaged and reflect the ‘path of least resistance’ visitors are most likely to take; the use of
floating causeways over boggy areas; location of drainage features; minor consolidation works
and siting of the interpretation board..
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Map Evidence
The earliest map evidence for the existence of Upper Cormonachan is Pont’s map of c.
1590. The settlement is also shown on General Roy’s Military Map on 1747-55.
However, it is the nineteenth century First and Second Edition Ordnance Survey maps
that provide the most detailed evidence of the site in its final years of occupation.

Figure 3. Timothy Pont map c. 1590 Timothy Pont c. 1583-96, Map 16 Gare Loch, Loch
Long and Holy Loch. ©National Library of Scotland.
Pont’s map shows ‘CoryVon’ at the site of Cormonachan and it shows the burn and also,
possibly, the enclosing dyke or extent of the tenancy.
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Figure 4. Roy Military Survey of Scotland 1747-55 General William Roy Military Survey
of Scotland 1747-55. ©The British Library.
The Roy map shows a cluster of buildings (red) at Upper Currymonachan and also a settlement
at Currymonachan on the shore of Loch Goil. The hillside above the tree line is shown as
cultivated land.

Figure 5. First Edition Ordnance Survey map 1869
Argyllshire and Buteshire CLIII.6 (Lochgoilhead) - Ordnance Survey 25-inch 1st edition,
Scotland, 1855-1882
Firat Archaeological Services for Cormonachan Community Woodlands
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Upper Cormonachan is shown as being in a ruinous condition on the First Edition Ordnance
Survey map of 1869 with what have been interpreted as four unroofed buildings and two
enclosures and a head-dyke. The archaeological fieldwork suggests there are actually three
unroofed buildings and three enclosures along with the head dyke.

Figure 6. Second Edition Ordnance Survey map 1899
Argyllshire CLIII.6 (Lochgoilhead and Kilmorich) Ordnance Survey 25inch 2nd edition,
Publication date: 1899 Revised: 1898
The core settlement remains and dykes on the Second Edition OS map, surveyed some thirty
years later, remain the same as the First Edition map showing unroofed buildings and
enclosures. However, there have been a number of changes. The northernmost building shown
as a single celled structure in 1869 is now shown as a two celled building and an enclosure has
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been constructed on its N side. The line of the dyke running from its N side has been altered
to align with the E end of the structure. This suggests remodelling of the both the building and
the dyke.
Another new enclosure has been created between it and the large sub-rectangular enclosure
shown in 1869, creating three enclosures at the N end of the settlement where there was only
one shown in the 1860s. The enclosures are also marked ‘Sheepfold’.
There is an alteration to the line of the head dyke at the NW side of the earliest and largest of
the northern enclosures. In 1869 the dyke was shown as joining to the W side of the enclosure
but by 1898 this return to the head dyke wall had been removed leaving an open access point
between the dyke and the enclosure.
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500m

Argyllshire, Sheet CLIII, Surveyed: 1866, Published: 1869

500m

Argyll, 153.06, Surveyed: 1898, Published: 1899
Figure No. 2: 1st Edition Ordnance Survey 6" to the mile and
2nd Edition Ordnance Survey 25" to the mile maps
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Documentary Evidence
A documentary search has not been undertaken as part of this project. However, Cormonachan
Community Woodlands provided this extract from ‘Depredations committed on Clan
Campbell.’ which records Cormonachan and identified the tenants in 1685 as Jon McNuier and
Duncan McKellar, indicating a joint tenancy.
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Place Name
Cormonachan is Gaelic for ‘corrie of the peat.’
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Ordnance Survey Name Book.
Argyll OS Name Books,1868 – 1878. Argyll Volume 80, page 49

OS1/2/80/49
List of names as
written

Various modes
of spelling
Cormonachan
Glen
CORMONACHAN Cormonachan
GLEN
Glen
Cormonachan
Glen

Authorities
Situation
for spelling
J McGibbon.
Carrick
Duncan
153
McEwen.
Thomas Blair

Description remarks
A small valley extending from
Upper Cormonachan old
farmhouse (trace 6) to South
base of Cruach nam Miseag.
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Archaeological Background Information
Upper Cormonachan is a deserted joint tenancy township (clachan) dating back to at least 1590
and is shown on Pont’s map 16 as Cory Von. The settlement is also shown on General Roy’s
Military Survey map of 1747-55 as Upper Corrymonachan. The clachan is located on a shelf
on the hillside at 85m aod on the north bank of Cormonachan Burn in forestry plantation above
Loch Goil. Shielings, likely to have been associated with seasonal occupation by the residents
of Upper Cormonachan, have also been recorded from further up Cormonachan Glen.

Historic Environment Records
West of Scotland Archaeology Service Historic Environment Records
WoSASPIN 5364
NS19NE 2 190 967
Site Name: Upper Cormonachan
Alternative Name(s):
Monument Type: Settlement
Council: Argyll and Bute
Parish: Lochgoilhead and Kilmorich
Map Sheet: NS19NE
Grid Reference: 219100, 696700
219030, 696750
Canmore Number: 40786
Non-Statutory Register Code: V
NS 191 967 There are 2 U-shaped structures on the N bank of the Cormonachan Burn, just
below the terraced road which served the deserted clachan of Upper Cormonachan. They
measure 18' by 12' with tumbled earth and stone walls, and may be stores or kilns associated
with the nearby clachan which is mentioned c.1751 and according to local opinion, became
depopulated in the late 19th century.
F Newall and R C Scott 1957
Not located. The depopulated clachan consists of four roofless buildings and other enclosures.
Visited by OS (DWR) 1 March 1973.
What may be a township annotated 'Ruins', comprising four unroofed buildings, two enclosures
and a head-dyke is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Argyllshire 1869, sheet
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cliii). Three unroofed buildings and one enclosure are shown on the current edition of the OS
1:10000 map (1976).
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 17 August 1998.
Shaw, R., 'Cormonachan Forest, Argyll & Bute: Archaeological Walkover Survey', (2008)
An archaeological walk over survey was undertaken in Cormonachan Forest, prior to the
construction of a new forest road. The works, mostly post-felling and were undertaken on the
19th May 2008. The proposed road route requires an existing head-dyke in to be removed in
two separate sections. As the head-dyke is unrecorded the West of Scotland Archaeology
Service asked for the sections that would be compromised to be recorded as well as any other
associated remains.
Cartographic
The name Cormonachan first appears on a cartographic source in the mid-18th century when
two small settlements Cormonachan and Upper Cormonachan are depicted next to Loch Goil.
The former is on the lochside with the latter sited further to the west up the hillside. In 1801
both sites are still marked in their respective locations, though they now comprise one structure
rather than a cluster. They are also no longer individually named but referred to collectively as
Cormonachans.
The first sound cartographic evidence we have is the 1st edition ordnance survey (1869) which
depicts both Upper Cormonachans and Lower Cormonachan as being Ruins. At this time Upper
Cormonachan (NGR NS 190 967) comprised four unroofed buildings, two enclosures and a
possible head-dyke while Lower Cormonachan (NGR NS 195 972) comprised two unroofed
buildings. The 2nd edition (1897) shows little change with five possible unroofed buildings at
Upper Cormonachan, three enclosures and the possible head-dyke is still mapped. Lower
Cormonachan is no longer named but still consists of two unroofed structures. The current
edition of the ordnance survey (1976) shows three unroofed buildings and one enclosure at
Upper Cormonachan, the possible head-dyke is no longer mapped.
Historical
Head-dykes were normally built a as division between the good agricultural land around the
farmstead and the rough grazing / hill land. Although common on the 1st edition ordnance
survey maps of the mid-19th century, this form of boundary started in the18th century when
vast changes were taking place in rural Scotland. The dykes were normally made of readily
available materials such as stone and turf and tended to follow natural contour lines. The latter
makes them east to distinguish from later improvement dykes as they tend to be very straight.
In areas were stone was scarce just the very base of the dyke would be made of stone with turf
divots then laid on top, grassy side up the width of the wall, soil was then put on top to create
a rounded ridge-like effect. As the dykes themselves were often not enough to keep straying
livestock at bay a large ditch at least 12 foot wide and 3 or 4 feet in depth was then dug out on
one or both sides of the wall (Brien, 1989).
At the very start of the road route the section of head-dyke to be removed (1) comprised a
mossy mound with a height of roughly 0.70m and a width of 2.6m. The dyke was aligned north
/ south and appeared to be constructed of mostly turf with occasional stones. Slightly further
to the south (2) the dyke changed little in appearance or composition, though it now only
Firat Archaeological Services for Cormonachan Community Woodlands
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measured 2m in width and 0.40m in width what appeared to be a slight ditch was visible on the
western (upper) side of the dyke. The ditch was more apparent slightly further south (3). Stones
were also more observable to the south, giving a more stone-dyke like appearance though it
was slightly obscured by the felled trees.
Where the second section of head-dyke is to be removed (4) (about half way along the new
road route) the dyke again comprised a grassy mound now aligned north northeast / south
southwest. Although still visible as a grassy / mossy mound very large stones were visible near
the base and on the sides, the height varied but was up to 1m at and the width averaged at
2.50m.
Immediately before area (4) the dyke comprised mainly stone and only measured between
0.75m to 0.90m in width with a height of 1m (5). There was no apparent ditch in this section
and the dyke was aligned north / south. To the south of this just before the head-dyke changed
alignment to northeast / southwest, there was another wall which ran down to the settlement of
Upper Cormonachan (6) and branching of from this was another small section of dyke (7) with
what appeared to be a purpose built access in it. At the end of the walk over route (just before
the Cormonachan Burn) (8) there were frequent gaps which allowed the composition to be
observed which was very large stones at the base with turf above.
Discussion
Of the two sections that were recorded, the head-dyke at northernmost end of the road route
was typical in form comprising mostly turf with some stone and soil on top, at the southernmost
end of the route more stones appeared to have been used in the construction. The dyke followed
a sinuous pattern consistent with the contours as is common with head-dykes. It measured
between 0.75m and 2.60m in width with some areas more spread out than others and 1m in
height at most. Although not consecutive a ditch, which was fairly deep in some places, was
apparent in several sections on the upper side of the dyke. This ditch would have been
excavated to provide a further deterrent to animals (sheep / cattle) that were trying to get from
the hill-gazing land onto the good land were crops etc were cultivated.
The head-dyke most likely dates from the mid to late eighteenth century. Given that it is not
depicted in mid eighteenth century but is recorded in the later mid nineteenth century (though
by this point Upper Cormonachan is in ruins). With the exception of the small dyke running
down to Upper Cormonachan and associated small section of dyke with what appears to be a
lunky-hole or sheep creep in it ( a purpose built access that can be closed off easily, i.e. to keep
sheep on the hill but also allowing them to get through the dyke when necessary (clipping etc).
There were no other associated remain located within the proximity of the head-dyke.
Although Upper Cormonachan was in ruins by 1869, the ruins that exist suggest that that there
was probably only one main dwelling structure which was exceptionally well constructed and
built entirely of stone with one internal division. There are the also remains of another stone
building that looks like an ancillary (barn / outbuilding) structure with a possible circular
enclosure attached to it. There is a well preserved stone rectangular enclosure with two smaller
rectangular structures attached to it which look like they may have been some form of holding
pen. Given the height of the latter three it seems more likely that were used for holding cattle
rather than sheep. Although the farmstead was noted as being in ruins in 1869 the structures
may have continued in use for a period after this as some form of animal holding area.
Firat Archaeological Services for Cormonachan Community Woodlands
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Shaw, R., 'Cormonachan Forest, Argyll & Bute: Archaeological Walkover Survey', (2008)
NS 19000 96700 (centred)
The mid-eighteenth century map referred to in the last authority would appear to be General
Roy's Military Survey of Scotland (1747-55) which shows multiple structures at or near this
location. Roy's map names the settlement "Upper Currymonachan", and also shows the lower
settlement at the lochside (see WoSASPIN 45461) calling it "Currymonachan".
Entered WoSAS (HMcB) 09/12/2010.

WoSAS Event ID: 6646
THIS REFERS TO THE CURRENT WORK.
Site Name: Archaeological Field Survey: Upper Cormonachan, Loch Goil
Organisation: Firat Archaeological Services
Director(s): Baker, F.
Year: 2019
Context and Results
Context: Two days of archaeological field survey were carried out in relation to construction
of a new path to and through the ruinous settlement at Upper Cormonachan. Further survey
will be required to map and record the ruins
Results: The ruins of the settlement have been badly damaged by forestry plantation and the
site is an island colonised by birch and bracken in a sea of stumps and brash.

WoSAS Pin: 5371
Council: Argyll and Bute
Site Name: Cormonachan Burn
Alternative Name(s):
Monument Type: Shieling-hut
Council: Argyll and Bute
Parish: Lochgoilhead and Kilmorich
Map Sheet: NS19NE
Grid Reference: 218230, 697050
Canmore Number: 40793
Non-Statutory Register Code: N

Firat Archaeological Services for Cormonachan Community Woodlands
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Site Report

WoSASPIN 5371
NS19NE 9 182 970
Hut-circle 9' in diameter within 3' wide walls, small chamber attached on the W. Protruding
from ground within the latter was the base of a crock containing 2 George II coins.
F Newall and R C Scott 1957
Not located but probably a shieling-hut under forestry.
Visited by OS (DWR) 1 March 1973.
Further Reading and Sources

Newall and Scott, F and R C , 'Upper Cormonachan, Cowal', Discovery and Excavation in
Scotland, 1957, pp.12.(1957)

WoSAS Event ID: 4822
Site Name: Archaeological Desk-based Assessment and Walkover Survey: Woodland
Development near Carrick Castle, Argyll & Bute
Organisation: Headland Archaeology Ltd
Director(s): Conway, M.
Year: 2012
Council: Argyll and Bute
Context and Results

Context: The assessment comprised a desk-based assessment and walkover survey of the site
which considered the direct impact of the forestry proposals on both designated and
undesignated archaeological assets.
Results: The features recorded within the Site are of value both as they demonstrate the
patterns of land exploitation that characterised the area during the medieval and post
medieval periods.
Notes:
Archive Holdings

Conway, M., Headland Archaeology Ltd., Woodland Development near Carrick Castle,
Argyll & Bute: Archaeological Desk-based Assessment (2012).
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WoSAS Pin: 5370
Site Name: Cormonachan Glen
Alternative Name(s):
Monument Type: Shieling-huts; Enclosures
Council: Argyll and Bute
Parish: Lochgoilhead and Kilmorich
Map Sheet: NS19NE
Grid Reference: 218000, 697400
218100, 697500
Canmore Number: 40792
Non-Statutory Register Code: R
Site Report

WoSASPIN 5370
NS19NE 8 180 974
NS 181 975 Circle 36' diameter, 3 huts, 19', 14' and 13' in diameter; 3 U-shaped structures,
one 18' x 8', the others 14' x 8'. Small stone pen and croft.
F Newall and R C Scott 1957
NS 180 974 Remains of a bothy, 3 shieling-huts and other modern enclosures.
Visited by OS (DWR) 1 March 1973.
Further Reading and Sources

Newall and Scott, F and R C, 'Upper Cormonachan, Cowal', Discovery and Excavation in
Scotland, 1957, pp.12. (1957)
WoSAS Pin: 5370

National Historic Environment Record (NHER)
Canmore ID: 40786
NS19NE 2 190 967
NS 191 967 There are 2 U-shaped structures on the N bank of the Cormonachan Burn, just
below the terraced road which served the deserted clachan of Upper Cormonachan. They
measure 18' by 12' with tumbled earth and stone walls and may be stores or kilns associated
with the nearby clachan which is mentioned c.1751 and according to local opinion, became
depopulated in the late 19th century.
F Newall and R C Scott 1957.
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Not located. The depopulated clachan consists of four roofless buildings and other
enclosures.
Visited by OS (DWR), 1 March 1973.
What may be a township annotated 'Ruins', comprising four unroofed buildings, two
enclosures and a head-dyke is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Argyllshire
1869, sheet cliii).
Three unroofed buildings and one enclosure are shown on the current edition of the OS
1:10000 map (1976).
Information from RCAHMS (AKK), 17 August 1998.

F Newall and R C Scott, 1957

F Newall and R C Scott, 1957, Discovery and Excavation in Scotland 1957, page 12
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Site Conditions and Impact of the Development
The ruins of the settlement have been damaged by forestry plantation and the site is an island
colonised by birch and bracken in a sea of stumps and brash. Forestry ploughing and plantation
has driven right into the site and plough furrows and felled trees that were presumably too
difficult to extract and are now overgrown and rotting make the site and immediate area quite
treacherous underfoot. The forestry plantation and ploughing in the area between the buildings
features (F) F4 and F9 has altered the hydrology on the site and this area is now saturated
ground with standing water and deep mud.
The ruined buildings were being adversely affected by trees growing in their walls and the tree
roots were destabilising the masonry. In addition to trees growing in the walls, trees were also
becoming established in the interiors of the buildings and immediately adjacent to their walls.
The tree roots are causing damage to structural and buried archaeological remains which, if left
unchecked, would increase as the trees matured. Felling of the trees to a height that they can
be managed by future coppicing was determined to be the most appropriate mitigation by
directing the trees energy in new top growth rather than root expansion.
Prior to felling a summary report on the condition of the site with an annotated site plan
showing the trees to be felled was provided to WOSAS on behalf of LLTTNP planning
authority for agreement. The approved mitigation by way of tree felling was subsequently
carried out under the supervision of the archaeologist and Forestry and Land Scotland
representatives in March 2020.
The impact of the development of a path and interpretation board in is minimal. The path route
proposed through the settlement has been amended on archaeological advice to minimise
potential damage to upstanding archaeological remans whilst also reflecting the most obvious
natural route. The original path route had skirted around the E side of the development but the
path loop approaching from the N leads to the enclosure F10 and visitors will naturally be
drawn to the existing entrance to the enclosure rather than walk around the outer walls.
In the central boggy area between F4 and F9 a raised causeway path is recommended. The
ground is so boggy underfoot that visitors would seek the driest route along the wall F8, which
is already denuded, and provision of a dry route will direct visitor to stay on the path.
Cormonachan Community Woodlands had suggested that consolidation works might be
necessary to make the site safe for visitors and contribute to longer term preservation. The
main threat to the ruins was the presence of trees growing in the walls but otherwise the walls
are not in danger of imminent collapse. A ‘light touch’ is always preferred and no consolidation
of the masonry is recommended. The damage being caused by trees has been mitigated by
felling carried out under archaeological supervision in March 2020.
Only one section of wall is recommended for rebuilding to consolidate the remains and improve
visitor access. The interior partition wall ins F9 has partially collapsed having been broken
down by a tree fall. All the stones are present, and the majority of the wall is upstanding. It is
recommended that this wall is rebuilt by a drystone waller. This will improve the stability of
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the damaged wall and improve access for visitors on the path route through this building and
permit access to the proposed interpretation board location in the E interior end of F9.

Tree Felling
The site had been colonised by native trees, predominantly birch with some ash and one rowan.
The trees posed a threat to the long-term survival of the site. The trees growing in and
immediately adjacent to the walls were disturbing and dislodging the masonry, particularly
noticeable in structure F4. Fallen trees had also caused damage, particularly to Structure F9
where the interior partition wall had been smashed down by a fallen tree and the root plate had
narrowly missed ripping out the other walls. The walls of structure F2 had also been damaged
by a felled tree.
The ever increasing size of the trees increases the threat posed to the structural remains and as
the trees reached the end of their life and fell it was likely the site would have become severely
damaged if action was not taken.
The trees were felled to stumps by professional arboriculturists working under archaeological
supervision under the auspices of Forestry and Land Scotland, who were also present on site
during the felling in March 2020. All trees were felled without any falling on the upstanding
archaeological remains and no damage was caused to the walls. The trees were felled to
varying heights, depending on their capacity for regrowth, that could be managed by coppicing,
and for tree species that do not regenerate well the stumps were cut to a height that would
ensure a slow rate of decay. The site can be monitored so that should any damage occurring
from decaying stumps this can be identified and mitigated in the future if necessary.
Ne removal of root plates or grubbing out of stumps was carried out and there was no ground
disturbance.
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Figure No. 3: Plan of Upper Cormonachan settlement showing location of felled trees (brown dots), new path route and sign location.
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Figure 6: Site plan showing location of felled trees, path route and sign
location
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Site Description
Upper Cormonachan is a small farming settlement or clachan consisting of two, possibly three
houses, one bothy and five enclosures associated with livestock and kaleyard cultivation.
It is located at NS 19032 96740 (centred) and is oriented on a roughly NE-SW alignment with
the Cormonachan Burn flowing downhill from W to E at its south side. It is located on a natural
shelf in the hillside at the 85m aod contour with a distinct lower lying shelf to the E, which,
topographically, is most likely to have been the cultivation area. To the W the hill rises
gradually and then steeply to the summit.
The site has been severely damaged by forestry ploughing for conifers, which has encroached
into the archaeological remains in several areas and felled and fallen trees are also present and
have damaged the site in places. The upstanding structural remains were left in situ by the
forestry operations and have been colonised by birch, some ash and one rowan and by bracken,
they are overgrown under rough upland grass.
The forestry ploughing has destroyed some structural elements on the edges of the settlement,
notably wall F5 and head dyke F13 with its associated track F15. Enclosures F11 and F14
have been planted with commercial forestry which has also caused considerable damage. The
forestry has also disturbed the hydrology of the site with the area between structures F4 and
F9 now a bog of standing water. Considering this open area is in the middle of the settlement
it would have been dry ground originally.
All the walls are drystone construction utilising field stone boulders with no quarried stones or
mortar. The masonry is stable and does not require any consolidation work. The only
rebuilding work recommended is the restoration of the partition wall inside structure F9.
Shielings are located approximately 1 km away on the hillside to the W of the settlement. The
shielings were not visited during this phase of archaeological work.
The structural remains have been recorded as features ‘F’ and this refers to the whole structure,
as opposed to being broken down into individual walls, doors etc.
Mitigation in the form of tree felling was required as trees had colonised the structures and the
expansion of their root plates and the danger of falling posed a threat to the long-term survival
of the walls. A description and assessment of the adverse impact of the trees is described in the
Condition and Mitigation section of the descriptions below. Photographs represent the
structures before and after the felling of trees.
Feature 1 Enclosure
A trapezoidal walled enclosure located on the N bank of Cormonachan Burn at NS 19010
96701+/- 5m. The structure measures 11.80m N-S x 10.60m / 8.40m E-W overall and is
aligned NNE-SSW at 30° The level moss covered interior measure 8.80m wide at the S end
and 6.60m wide at the N end. The structure is shown the First Edition OS map.
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The structure is formed by W and N drystone walls with an entrance in the N wall. The E side
is formed by a long drystone wall F12 that extends to the N and forms the W end of F3 and
returns to the E to form the S side of enclosure F6.
The walls vary in thickness, the N wall is 1.00m wide and survives to 0.80m high, the W wall
is 1.10m wide and stands to 0.80m high. The E wall F12 is 0.70m wide and 0.70m high and a
single boulder width and quite different in construction technique to the N and W walls.
The N and W walls are constructed with two outer faces of boulders and a rubble core of smaller
boulders. The boulders are generally schist and range from angular and sub-angular and sub
rounded. The facing boulders are 0.40m x 0.30m x 0.30m on average with the rubble fill stones
measuring 0.20m x 0.15m x 0.10m on average. Larger stones have been used for the corner
quoins and facing stones.
The entrance in the N wall is obscured by overgrown fallen timber and foundations are present.
However, no other entrance is present. The outer face of the N wall is also obscured by upcast
earth from forestry ploughing and abandoned felled timber which is overgrown with rough
grass.
There was no trace of a wall along the S edge where the ground drops steeply for between
1.50m and 2m to the bank of the burn. The slope between the end of the structure and the burn
is c. 5m. It may be that a wall here had been completely eroded away by flash flood events,
but it is more likely that this end of the enclosure was fenced or had a turf wall. The steep drop
would have made it impassable to cattle.
This structure is considered most likely to be an animal enclosure. The absence of a wall at
the S end, the absence of evidence for windows and the overall width of the structure being too
great for a standard cruck frame roof. The doorway arrangement in a corner of the structure
with a stub of wall forming a jamb also suggests a gate was more likely than a door.
In the SW corner of the structure the bank has been worn down by foot traffic to access the
burn, but the break of slope indicates the steep edge continued all along the S side of the
structure.
The S end of the E wall F12 is constructed of boulders on bedrock for the southernmost XX m
before continuing to the N as a drystone wall.
While F1 is linked to the structural remains that form the core of the domestic accommodation
at the settlement there is no sign of a wall at its NW side linking it to F2. This suggests it may
have been accessed from outside the core domestic area, again suggesting livestock, but the
forestry ploughing has extended right into this area and has destroyed any earlier remains that
might have been present in this area. Structure F2 is accessed by a doorway in its S wall so it
is possible that there may have been a fenced or enclosed yard between F1 and F2.
Condition: The walls are fairly well preserved though reduced in height. with the N wall quite
overgrown with turf and he W wall showing the rubble core. Twelve birch saplings / young
trees were becoming established in the interior and on the E wall and W wall.
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Mitigation: All trees in the interior and adjacent to and on the walls were felled except for one
old and fallen but regenerating alder tree in the W wall which was inhabited by mice.

View to the S over the interior of structure F1 before felling.
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Structure F1 view to the S post felling.

Structure F1 view to the NNE post felling.
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Feature 2 Structure (house)
A rectangular two roomed building interpreted as a house located 10m N of structure F1 at NS
19011 96726 +/- 5m. Felled timber and upcast ploughing ridges overgrown with rough grass
lie between them obscuring the natural ground surface. This structure is shown on the First
Edition OS map.
The drystone structure measure 14.00m x 5.45m overall and has 0.90m thick walls. It is aligned
E-W at 287°. It survives to a maximum height of 1.60m at the W end and 1.90m at the NE
corner.
The interior is divided into two rooms by a 0.60m wide collapsed and overgrown partition wall.
The doorway is not clear but is most likely to be at the S side. The E room measures 4.30m NS x 2.75m E-W
The W wall is bulging outwards due to a mature and partially dead three stemmed Rowan tree
at and against its interior face and there is considerable collapse to the exterior side. Forestry
ploughing terminates approximately 1m out from this wall. If this tree fell it would undoubtedly
cause most of the W wall to collapse but is currently acting as a buttress for the wall and most
of the damage has already been done. This is the only Rowan on the site and was not felled
because it is integral to the wall. Remedial pruning was undertaken. The NE corner of the
structure has collapsed into the interior.
The long N and S walls have been damaged by a falling tree in the past with opposing sections
of collapsed masonry. Two trees growing in the N wall were felled, and one in the S wall, as
well as one in the interior. The exterior face of the N wall was not visible due to upcast forestry
ploughing and abandoned felled timber.
The original entrance was probably in the S wall where the wall has been damaged by a tree
falling on it. A window 0.80m wide and at least 0.60m above the exterior ground surface is
present to the E of there the entrance was probably located.
The E wall as collapsed to the exterior and the building is generally accessed over the lowest
centra part of this wall. The NE and SE corners and quoins are intact, and the NE corner is
particularly well-preserved standing to 1.90m While it looks precarious it is in fact perfectly
stable.
The interior of the structure is covered with turf over collapsed stones.
The remains of a very denuded and damaged wall can be traced running E-W from the E face
of the building and joins to wall F12 at its return to the E and this arrangement forms the E side
of enclosure F6. The W side of F6 is formed by the E wall of F2 and an L shaped wall running
N from the NE corner of F2 that then returns to the E terminating just short of the SW corner
of F4. This is not exactly the arrangement of walls shown on the Frist Edition OS map but is
close enough to be considered a reflection of the map evidence.
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The natural ground surface slopes gently to the E from the E end of F2 and rises again slightly
at the other clearly identifiable house F4.
Condition: Overall the structure that has not already been affected by trees is in reasonable and
stable condition. The building has been damaged by a tree having fallen on it during
commercial felling work and subsequently being removed which has damaged the N and S
walls. The NW corner is quite collapsed, and the W wall has begun to collapse and is in danger
of collapse due to the pressure of a Rowan tree growing right against its interior face. However,
the Rowan is an old tree, and a particularly large example for the species not to mention it
folklore associations. While it has caused destabilisation of the W wall it is in fact now also
acting as a buttress to the wall. If it were felled to ground level the support it is providing
would be removed and the wall would almost certainly collapse to some degree. This Rowan
was left in situ following some remedial work removing dead branches by the tree surgeons.
Mitigation: Trees growing n the N and S walls were felled to stumps and any regrowth can be
managed by coppicing. A large tree growing in the E interior of the building was also felled
to a stump. Remedial work was undertaken on the large three stemmed Rowan tree at the
interior face of the W wall but it was left in situ as on balance its felling would have caused
more damage to the structure than leaving it alone. In the longer term when the Rowan dies
and rots it is likely the W end wall will collapse although enough of it would remain for the
building plan to be clearly defined.

Structure F2, before felling, view to the west showing mature rowan at the W gable end wall,
two trees in the N wall and birch in the interior at the E end.
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Structure F2, before felling, view to the E of W elevation. Structure F4 just visible in the
background.

Structure F2, before felling, view to the E. Interior with 2m scale on partition wall.
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Window in S wall of structure F2, view to the S. Wall F12 in background.

Structure 2 post felling, view to the E with the W end wall and S wall in the foreground
and Rowan tree still in situ.
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Structure 2 post felling, view to the W with gap in the E end wall in the foreground.
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Structure 2 post felling, view to the WNW of the interior of the W wall with Rowan tree.
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Structure 2 N wall post felling, view to the ENE.

Structure 2 post felling, S wall, view to the E.
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Feature 3 Structure
This structure is not shown on the First or Second Edition maps, suggesting it may have been
abandoned and overgrown by the mid-19th century. The structure is overgrown with grass and
presents as a low rectangular level platform with traces of stone foundations indicating a two
roomed structure.
The features extends 11.00m E-W and is 5.00m N-S. The N side is formed by the S wall of
enclosure F6, which is obscured by bracken and birch scrub, and the W end wall is formed by
wall F12. A centrally located N-S partition wall is represented by a line of stone boulders.
0.50m wide. The E end of the structure appears to be built on bedrock and could not be traced
with certainty due to bracken and impenetrable birch vegetation and the NE corner was
completely obscured but it appears to extend beyond the SE corner of F6.
No entrance was apparent and the structure is denuded, standing no more than 0.30m high.
The area to the S of this feature has been ploughed by forestry and a plough ridge along its E
side at the top of the break of slope is rather misleading as it has the appearance of an earth
bank. This area is fairly level and considering the wall F12 along its W side and the break of
slope along with the remains of wall F5 slightly further downslope it seems likely that this area
was utilised by the settlement, perhaps for cultivation.
The location of the kale yard is not apparent, and it is possible this southern area was the garden
area.
A definitive interpretation of this structure is difficult due to its denuded and overgrown
condition. However, the overall size of the structure, and central partition, suggests it might
have been a house. However, with the topography suggesting a possible kale yard to the south
it could have had an agricultural function or been a drying area.
Condition: Very overgrown and poorly defined.
Mitigation: Clearance of bracken and scrub birch at N and NE sides required.
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View to the WNW of the S wall and partition wall of structure F3 with 2m scale at the
junction with the S wall of F6. Before felling.
Feature 4 Structure (house)
A rectangular structure comprising two rooms with an interior partition wall interpreted as a
house. It is shown on the First Edition OS map as a single celled structure and the W end of
the building is not shown based on the relationship indicated with enclosure F6. The E end of
the building is constructed on a bedrock outcrop giving the structure an elevated position at the
E end and panoramic view over Loch Goil.
The structure measures 12.60m E-W x 5.90m N-S and is aligned E-W at 102°. It stands to a
maximum height of 2.40m at its E end. The E end wall has a pronounced batter. The E end of
the structure is better preserved than the W end with the W end wall standing to only 0.20m.
The S wall survives to a maximum height of 0.90m, as does the N wall but it is on average
0.40m high. The walls are 0.80m wide with the exception of the N wall in the E part of the
building which is 0.65m wide.
The difference in preservation between the W room and the E room suggests the W room may
have been abandoned and the latest phase of occupation was in the E room only. The First
Edition map evidence supports this hypothesis.
The building is entered by a doorway in its S wall which is 1.20m wide and enters into
enclosure F6. There is a good butt end to the wall on the E side, but no threshold is visible. A
gap in the N wall of the W room suggests a doorway but the foundations continue through and
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this is an area of collapse utilised for later access. The NW part of the structure is generally
slumped and collapsed.
The W room interior measure 5.00m E-W x 3.90m N-S. The doorway in the S wall enters this
room and the interior partition wall is aligned with the E jamb. The interior partition wall is
0.65m wide and stands to a maximum height of 1.00m. It abuts the S face of the N wall and
its S end terminates c. 1m out from the S wall forming a doorway into the E room.
A window is present in the S wall (onto enclosure F6) and is located 1.90m E of the doorway.
It is 0.70m wide and the collapsed lintel is present amongst the collapsed stones.
The N wall of the E room is quite disturbed and collapsed due to the presence of a doble
stemmed birch tree, which was felled.
In the interior NE angle of the E room is an installation, the purpose of which is not entirely
clear. A tree growing at its S end where it abuts the E wall has caused some root disturbance
to the masonry and was felled. This installation is a well-built drystone construction with a
curving front wall 1.30m long and standing to 0.70m high. It abuts the N wall and the E wall
and is obviously an insertion. The N side measures 1.30m and the E side measures 1.40m.
The front of the structure is obscured by collapsed stones. There is no sign of a flue, but one
might be obscured under the collapse if it is a kiln. In the centre of its generally stone rubble
filled interior is a constructed stone box measuring 0.40m x 0.40m and 0.25m deep. It is filled
with collapsed stone and debris. But the slab stone that forms is W side is 0.40m deep on the
exterior side. A possible corbel suggesting a domed roof might be present in the NE angle but
there is no scorching on the wall suggesting it might have been a bread oven or other scorching
on the visible stones to suggest its use involved heat. This mysterious installation was
obviously built for a specific purpose, perhaps associated with dairy production, but its function
is unclear. I have not observed anything similar at any other MOLRS site in thirty years of
recording them and further research in the hope finding parallels is required.
The building forms the N side of enclosure F6, which abuts it on its S side. It is also abutted
by wall F8 at its NE angle. At the SW angle there is a gap c. 1.00m wide that forms the entrance
into enclosure F6. At the NW angle an alignment of boulders running to the N can be traced
intermittently into the forestry ploughed area. This stone alignment is interpreted as the
ploughed out remans of a wall that may be a continuation of the head dyke wall F13. Forestry
ploughing has driven right into the settlement and the apace between F4 and F9 has been
ploughed and felled. Felled trees, now overgrown and rotting litter the area and the forestry
has also altered the natural drainage patterns of the hillside and the space between the structures
F4 and F9 is now a standing water bog. The Frist Edition OS map indicates this was an open
area in the mid-19th century. However, it is likely to have been utilised for domestic
agricultural purposes, perhaps as infield or a kale yard. Even if the head dyke F13 was altered
to enclose this space, as suggested by the damaged N-S wall at the NE corner of F4, it may
have had a fence in the past.
Condition: The building is in good condition on its S and E sides. The n side at the E end has
been disturbed by trees growing in the wall causing some collapse and disturbance by tree
roots. The installation is fairly stable and already has collapse from its structure concealing its
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face. The W end of the building is already considerably reduced but the foundation lines are
clear.
Mitigation: The trees growing in all walls were felled. The trees in the N wall had caused the
most damage to the structure and voids in the disturbed masonry may cause more settling of
the disturbed wall when the stump rots. The same is true of the tree that is growing in the S
side of the installation. However, it is hoped that management of new top growth by coppicing
will ensure the stability of the structure for some years.

Structure F4 before felling view to the E of the E end showing two trees in the N wall,
tree growing in the installation in the interior NE corner and tree immediately adjacent
to the exterior of the S wall. Partition wall in foreground.
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Structure F4 before felling view to the ENE.

Structure F4 before felling view to the ESE.
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Structure F4 before felling view to the N of the partition wall with doorway in foreground.

Structure F4 before felling, west part of the structure, view to the S.
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Structure F4 before felling view to the E installation in the NE interior corner, possibly
a kiln/ oven or feature associated with dairy production.

Felling at the N wall of structure F4 in progress, view to the S.
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View E over structure F4 with its W end wall in the immediate foreground post felling.

View to the SSE over structure F4 and showing the installation in the interior NE corner
post felling. The stump left in situ should regenerate and can then by managed by
coppicing.
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View NNE over the N wall of structure F4 with structure F9 in the background.

View to the E of structure F4 post felling.
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View to the E over structure F2 towards structure F4 post felling. The exterior face of
the W wall of F2 is in the foreground and the rowan tree remains in situ.
Feature 5 Wall
A stone wall constructed of rough boulders and measuring c. 1m wide and 0.40m high.
This wall is not shown on the First Edition OS map.
This wall runs in a NW – SE direction at 131° from the burn for a distance of 7.50m before
turning at a right angle to the NNE-SSW at 16° for a distance of at least 13m. The S section
of the wall appears to terminate approximately 2m away for the bank of the burn. Its corner is
c. 4m away from the bank of the burn and c. 13m E of the SE corner of structure F3. The wall
is overgrown and very disturbed by stumps of felled conifers and severely damaged, its original
extent is unknown.
Condition: Very poor and disturbed by forestry which has destroyed it to the N.
Mitigation: No mitigation work was carried out as no trees were growing in this wall.
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View to the NW of wall F5 marked by ranging rods. Before felling.
Feature 6 Enclosure
This rectangular enclosure is depicted on the First Edition OS map. It is formed by the E-W
return of wall F12 on its S side, by a 4.70m long stretch of wall joining this corner to the E end
of structure F2, by the E end of F2 and an L shaped wall forming the remainder of it W wend
and the W part of its N end. This L shaped walls terminates just before the SW corner of
structure F4, the S wall of which forms the remainder of the N side of the enclosure. The E
end is formed by a 0.60m wide drystone wall butted against a bedrock outcrop which abuts the
S wall of house structure F4 2.2mW of its SE corner.
The enclosed space measure 7.80m N-S x 16.80m E-W with walls on average 0.60m side and
the interior is clear of trees and covered with rough grass and bracken. The walls survive to a
maximum height of 0.80m and no more than 0.40m at the NW. The enclosure is accessed by
a 1.00m wide entrance at the SW corner of house F4. This enclosure is interpreted as a central
yard for keeping livestock safe overnight, for the milking cow, chickens and general ‘doorstep’
agricultural activities.
The S side wall of F6, which may be of the same construction phase as wall F12, also forms
the N side of F3. This wall is overgrown with bracken and birch. The birch was cut back by
the tree surgeons during the felling, but further clearance is required here.
Condition: The enclosure is well defined over its E half, but the NW corner is damaged by
forestry operations and is traced by probing with a ranging rod. The W end of the S wall joining
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to structure F2 is also denuded and overgrown with turf. The S wall is obscured by a sprawling
birch and dense bracken.
Mitigation: The main branches of the birch in the S wall were cut back by the arboriculturists
but would benefit from further pruning that leaves the trunk in situ but allows better visibility.
Bracken obscures the S wall and visibility and visitor interpretation would be improved if this
were manged by frequent cutting and pulling of new fronds avoiding ground disturbance
dislodging the masonry.

View to the ESE over enclosure F6. 2m scale at NE corner of F2. 1m scale at NW corner
of F6 and structure F4 in background at left. Pre-felling.
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View to N of W end of S wall of enclosure F6 joining to E wall of structure F2. Pre felling

Enclosure F6 viewed t the SE from the NW corner of the enclosure. 2m scale is on the F3/
F6 wall in bracken. Pre felling.
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Feature 7 Knocking Stane
The knocking stane is located 4.30m N of the NE angle of structure F4 and is integral to the
wall F8. It is a protruding schist bedrock outcrop measuring c. 1.40m N-S x 1.50m E-W, which
has had a sub-oval hollow worn into its top surface at exactly 5m from the corner of building
F4. The hollow, worn from use, measures 0.23m x 0.25m and is 0.27m deep.
Knockin’ stanes were used as a pestle and mortar for processing cereals (which would have
been barley or black oats) or indeed anything else that needed grinding and pounding.
Condition: Excellent.
Mitigation: Nothing required.

The knockin’ stane.
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View S from the knockin’ stane F7 along wall F8 to the NE corner of structure F4, note
the batter on the E end wall of building F4. Before felling.
Feature 8 Wall
Wall F8 is represented by an overgrown and slightly meandering line of boulders 23.50m long
running between the NE corner of house structure F4 and the SE corner of structure F9. The
wall is 0.60m high, but generally only 0.40m high and is 0.70m wide. It abuts structure F4,
and is therefore later in date, buts its relationship with F9 is unclear as it is very denuded and
overgrown at this point. Felling of the trees at the SE angle of building F9, and the nature of
the E wall of F9, suggests wall F8 does continue to form the E end of the building F9 (see F9
description).
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However, the First Edition OS map evidence indicates that wall F8 terminated at the structure
F9 shown on the First Edition and that the main dyke returned to the W on the N elevation of
F9 before continuing to the N to join enclosure F14. There is no indication of an earlier wall
inside the F10 enclosure or sign of one having abutted the N elevation of F9 (see description
of F9). It seems very likely that F8 continues and actually forms the E end of Structure F9.
Located 4.30m from its S end, and integral to the wall is F7 a ‘knocking stane’.
Condition: Generally poor and much reduced with some associated collapse. The forestry has
altered the hydrology of the site and the area on the W side of the wall that lies between F4 and
F9 is a standing water bog and wall F8 is in effect now acting as a dam preventing this water
for draining downhill to the E.
Mitigation: One tree towards the N end and S of structure F9 was felled and two trees at the
junction of this wall with structure F9 were felled.

View S along wall F8 towards structure F4 before felling. Note the boggy ground and
abandoned felled timber on the right of the photograph.
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Wall F8 viewed from the NE angle of structure F4 and looking towards building F9 and
enclosure F10 beyond. The knocking stane is the large flat-topped boulder in the
foreground projecting slightly to the right and the hollow in its top surface is visible. View
to the NE. Before felling.

Wall F8 viewed from the NE angle of structure F4 and looking towards building F9 and
enclosure F10 beyond. The knocking stane is the large flat-topped boulder in the
foreground projecting slightly to the right and the hollow in its top surface is visible. View
to the NE post felling.
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Feature 9 Structure
This structure is shown, without a partition, on the First Edition but the enclosure F10 is not
shown in the 1850s. This two-roomed structure is associated with, and contemporary with,
enclosure F10 and the use of these structures represent the last phase of occupation at the site.
The state of preservation compared to the other structures on the site suggests, along with
archaeological evidence, this structure may have been substantially, perhaps almost entirely,
rebuilt. It measures 5.00m NE-SW x 12.20m and is built into a gentle W to E slope.
A single celled rectangular structure of house size is shown at this location on the First Edition
OS map of 1869 with the wall F8 running to its SE corner. The enclosure F10 is not present
in the 1860s and the main dyke that runs to the N is shown as joining to the N elevation. There
is no structural evidence to indicate the presence of this wall. Even assuming that F9 has been
rebuilt and ‘upgraded’ it seems unlikely that the foundations of the original building would
have been grubbed out. It seems more likely that the foundations of the original building were
reused for the remodelled building, and their projecting nature suggests this is the case. The
missing First Edition dyke may have been entirely robbed out for the construction of the
enclosure F10 and the rebuild / remodelling of F9.
This building is interpreted, in its final incarnation, as a shepherd’s bothy and may have been
used for a combination of accommodation, animal husbandry and storage. It has a central
passageway leading from the enclosure F10 on its N side through to the open ground between
F9 and house F4.
The wall heads are flat suggesting it stands to its original height. The walls survive to: W wall
1.40m exterior / 1.70m interior; S wall 1.70m exterior / 1.75m interior; N wall 1.70m exterior
and interior and E wall 2.10m exterior / 1.50m interior. All walls, except for the E end wall,
are 0.70m thick. The E end wall is 0.90m thick. No wall plates for a cruck frame roof were
observed. A slight batter to the S wall is present. The structure has substantial quoins and is
otherwise constructed of roughly coursed irregular schist and quartz boulders. The foundations
project for 0.20m on all sides of the building, again suggesting the foundations of the earlier
version of this structure have been re-used.
The E side of the doorway in the S wall is located 0.50m further E than the opposing doorway
in the N wall.
The W part of the structure is a small room divided by an interior wall, 0.50m wide and
surviving to 0.80m high, with a 1.99m wide doorway at the N end, whereas the E side appears
open to the passageway, suggesting it might have been for livestock. A gate was originally
present in the N wall and slot holes (recessed gaps in the stonework with lichen growth) for its
fittings are present at 1.70m above ground level. The S wall is damaged and collapsed at the
entrance and no door / gate fittings were observed. The doorway in the N wall is 1.80m wide
and the doorway in the S wall is c. 2m wide.
The E wall of the structure is constructed of noticeably larger boulders, is 0.20m thicker than
the other walls at 0.90m and is bowed. It has collapsed and tumbled downslope to the E in the
middle with the collapse and vegetation obscuring the lower part of its exterior face. This E
end wall is on the line of the original wall F8 shown on the First Edition OS map. At the E end
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of the S elevation of the structure, on alignment with wall F8, the stones are noticeably larger
and are pegged boulders as opposed to the smaller roughly coursed boulders in the W part of
the wall and remainder of the structure. This suggests two phases of construction and the larger
stones might represent the continuation of wall F8 that forms the E end of the F9 building. A
slight concave shape at the N end of the exterior elevation of the E end wall suggests a
realignment at this corner. In the interior there is a curve at this corner which corresponds to
the exterior. It is suggested that this slight curve reflects the corner wall lines shown on the
First Edition OS map and this slight realignment was necessary in order to build and key in the
E wall of enclosure F10 to the rebuilt F9.
The interior of the E wall appears to be ‘clad’ with smaller coursed boulders like the rest of the
structure.
The E side wall of enclosure F10 is keyed into the N wall of F9. Combined with the evidence
of the E wall and projecting foundations it appears that this structure, depicted as roofless and
described as ruinous in 1869, was completely rebuilt in the later 19th century, along with new
enclosures, for faming sheep. While a building, assumed to be a house based on its size,
associated with the houses F2 and F4 (and possibly F3) is depicted at this location in 1869 the
one shown in 1898 is not the same building at all above foundation level.
A fallen tree has damaged the partition wall and caused partial collapse. However, its well
finished N end suggests a wooden door was originally present. This fallen tree was cut into
sections during the tree felling works clearing the collapsed walls and interior of the structure.
The passage and E part of the interior is very wet underfoot due to the altered hydrology of the
site.
Condition: Generally, in good condition but a tree growing in the W end of the building has
fallen to the E filling the interior, uprooting the ground around its root plate and smashing down
the partition wall.
Mitigation: The fallen tree, which had uprooted and fallen from the W to the E filling the
interior of the structure and smashing down part of the partition wall was cut into segments and
removed.
Recommendation: Rebuilding of the drystone partition wall by a drystone waller and with no
mortar is recommended. This is the natural access point to the settlement remains and further
foot traffic over the tumbled stones may cause more damage. Creating a clear passageway for
foot traffic is advised. Restoration of the partition wall would also help aid interpretation and
conserve the wall protecting it from further collapse in the long term.
It is recommended that the site interpretation board is located in the interior E end of this
building where it is concealed from general views of the site but easily accessible.
The ground is very wet and boggy underfoot and a causewayed timber path / platform is
recommended. It is further recommended that the timber causeway path extends over the open
boggy area between this structure and the house F4.
Depending on the construction techniques for creating the timber causeway archaeological
excavation may be required in advance.
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View to the NW of the fallen tree in the W end interior of F9 and the squashed partition
wall. W wall of enclosure F10 in the background. Before felling.

View to the ENE of the E part of structure F9 showing fallen trees. Before felling.
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View to the E over structure F9, W end wall in the foreground. Note the flat wall heads.
Before felling.

Detail of draw bar hole in the W jamb of the N doorway in structure F9. View to the W.
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View to the NW of the E end wall of structure F9 and the E wall of enclosure F10. Before
felling.

View to the NW of the SE angle and E end wall of structure F9 and the E wall of enclosure
F10. Before felling.
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View of the felled uprooted tree and damaged partition wall in F9. Note the finished end
to the partition wall forming a doorway. View to the SW post felling.

Structure F9 E end of the S wall, 1m scale pole at the location of wall F8 and felled trees.
Note the different sizes of stones and construction style suggesting two phases of
construction. Post felling, view to the N.
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View to the WNW of the S elevation of F9 post felling.

Structure 9 view N towards enclosure F10 post felling. Note the stump of the felled tree
lying on the collapsed partition wall at left.
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View NW of structure F9 post felling showing the stump of the felled fallen tree and
partition wall recommended for reconstruction.

Structure F9 view to the ENE of the E end interior post felling.
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Interior of structure F9 view to the E post felling. Note the surviving N end of the
collapsed partition wall and doorway in the foreground. Also note the boggy wet
conditions due to altered hydrology on the site due to forestry ploughing. The proposed
location for the notice board is at the location of the 1m scale pole.

Structure F9 with its associated enclosure F10 beyond viewed to the N from structure F4
post felling.
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View to the S across the area between structure F9 and structure F4 showing standing
water, bog and abandoned felled timber. A causewayed timber path is recommended for
crossing this area.
Feature 10 Enclosure
This enclosure and its associated and contemporary building F9 are the best-preserved
structures at the site. It is not shown on the First Edition OS map and appears to have been
constructed between 1869 and 1898. It is depicted on the Second Edition OS map and labelled
as Sheepfold. The Second Edition shows a roughly square enclosure with no curved walls or
entrance and also shows a wall / boundary running NNW to join the SW corner of enclosure
F14. This is not present, but the forestry has ploughed right through this area (see F11 and
F13 discussion).
The enclosure measures 14m N-S x 10.80m E-W with 0.60m thick walls standing to a
maximum height of 2.00m. The main entrance on the N side is 3.10m wide and the small
entrance at the SW corner is 0.96m wide and the enclosure wall is only 0.65m high at this point.
The grass interior slopes gently from W to E. There is some collapse at the N end of the E wall.
The E wall is keyed into the NE corner of structure F9 indicating they were built at the same
time.
This enclosure has rounded NE and NW corners that curve around to a gateway in its N end.
A building break is clear in the E wall at the beginning of the curved wall indicating the
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remodelling of the entrance arrangements, presumably in the early 20th century according to
the map evidence. The line of the original E wall (continuation of F8), although very denuded
and robbed, can be traced all the way to the bank that forms the N side of ‘enclosure’ F11 / S
side of enclosure F14.
The enclosure has a defined entrance on its N side, which originally had a gate and also has a
smaller entrance at its SE corner forming a passageway between the enclosure walls and the W
end wall of structure F9. The S end of the W wall is neatly finished indicating this access point
is an original part of the design.
The construction of this enclosure, and perhaps the extension of dyke F13 all along the W side
of the settlement, is taken to represent a change from cattle to sheep husbandry. Enclosure F10
and its associated and contemporary structure F9 could certainly be described as a sheep fank
if they were in isolation in the landscape and are indeed described as ‘sheepfold’ on the 1898
map. Together they represent the last phase of occupation / use at the settlement. Presumably,
the sheep fank complex became redundant when the area was given over to forestry plantation.
Condition: Very good with only some dislodged stones at the butt end of the E wall at the gate.
Sone of the coping stones are slightly dislodged.
Mitigation: Nothing is required.

Enclosure F10 entrance showing curved walls at entrance, view to the SW before felling.
Structure F9 in the background.
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Enclosure F10 entrance showing curved wall on the left. Felled trees in the foreground in
‘enclosure’ F11. Post felling, view to the SW.

View to the S across enclosure F10 to structure F9 showing fallen tree filling the interior
of F9. Note the slope from W to E in the interior of the enclosure. Before felling.
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View NE across enclosure F10 from the small entrance at the SW corner. W wall of
structure F9 on the right. Before felling.
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Keyed stonework at the junction of the N wall of structure F9 and E wall of enclosure
F10. Indicates contemporary construction. View to the SE.
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Detail of keyed stonework at the junction of the N wall of structure F9 and E wall of
enclosure F10. Indicates contemporary construction. View to the SE.

Building break in the E wall of enclosure F10 showing remodelling at the start of the
curve towards gates in the N side. Also note the coping stones on the earlier section of the
wall. View to the E.
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Exterior face of the W wall of enclosure F10, view to the SE down Loch Goil, before
felling.

Enclosure F10 viewed to the SW, before felling.
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Feature 11 ‘Enclosure’
This ‘enclosure’ is formed by a 16.30m long stone wall along its E side, a continuation of the
line of the E side of enclosure F10 and shown on the Second Edition OS map. The overgrown
wall is up to 1.10m wide and stand to 0.30m to 0.40m high. The width of the wall suggests it
may be part of the original head dyke wall.
The stone wall returns to the N as an earth and stone bank, which divides it from enclosure
F14, a distinctly different style of construction of an earlier phase of occupation. This bank is
the S side of enclosure F14 and is c. 20m long.
It is referred to as an ‘enclosure’ as, despite the Second Edition map evidence indicating a
trapezoidal enclosure at this location only the E and N sides survive as constructed features.
The S side is formed by the N side of enclosure F10 and the W side is quite obliterated by
forestry ploughing. It may be that the possible continuation / extension of head dyke F13
discussed below might be the plough damaged remains of a late 19th century wall line but the
damage is too extensive to be certain.
Enclosure F11 is very overgrown with moss and tussocks of Juncus grasses and conifer
plantation has crossed right through it from W to E, it is also colonised by birch trees. The fact
that forestry has ploughed right across it suggests that it dd not have an upstanding edge on its
W side, despite the suggestion of the dyke F13 continuing along the W side of the settlement.
The enclosure is shown as open sided on the W on the First Edition OS map with defined
boundaries only on its E and N sides. However, the Second Edition OS map shows it is
enclosed on its W side when the site was remodelled for sheep farming. Originally, it appears
to have been a continuation of the original line of the head dyke F13, running from the SE
corner of enclosure F14 to the N side of the original version of F9.
Condition: This area is forestry ploughed and not harvested and is also colonised by birch. It
is in poor condition and the E wall is overgrown and most easily traced by probing with a
ranging rod.
Mitigation: The area is forested and colonised by native species. Three small trees were felled
to improve access for the path route and clear the entrance to the F10 enclosure.
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General view to the N over enclosure F11 toward enclosure F14, fallen tree root plates
are on the S bank of enclosure F14.
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View NE of E wall of enclosure F11.
Feature 12 Wall
This wall runs from the N bank of Cormonachan Burn for a distance of 23.00m and forms the
E side of structure F1 and the W side of structure F3. It returns to the E to form the S side of
enclosure F6 and N side of structure F3. At its right-angled return to the E, which forms the
NW corner of F3, a short and very denuded wall runs W to abut the E wall of house structure
F2.
The wall is 0.60m wide and 0.75m high on average and is a single boulder construction (i.e. it
is not faced with a core fill). At its S end it is built directly on a bedrock outcrop at the top of
a natural bank above the burn and bedrock outcrops are present along its southern section.
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Condition: The wall is overgrown with trees growing adjacent to it and is partially collapsed
in places but overall, it is in quite good and stable condition.
Mitigation: Young trees growing immediately adjacent to the W side of the wall, and one more
mature tree on the E side were felled. More young saplings should be felled by Cormonachan
Community Woodlands along with clearance of bracken by frequent cutting of the stems to
weaken the plants.

Wall F12 running N from the NE corner of F1, post felling. View to the ENE.
Feature 13 Wall (Head Dyke)
A substantial stone wall aligned NNW-SSE survives at the NW of the site and a track F15 runs
along its E side. Both the wall and track continue to the N into the forestry plantation. The
dyke appears to have fared better but both features are damaged by forestry ploughing.
The best-preserved section of the head dyke indicates it has a lower section of bank with a
drystone wall built on top of the bank. The bank is 3.50m wide at the base and stands to c.
1.50m high. It is mixed construction of earth bank and earth and stone bank incorporating
natural glacial boulders. On top of this base bank is a drystone wall 0.90m wide and standing
to 1.20m high. On its downslope E side, and it is likely the head dyke is built on a contour
line, natural break of slope, and running parallel to it is a level area interpreted as a track F15.
This wall is shown on the First Edition OS map and it is interpreted as the head dyke which
separated the cultivated land from the uncultivated upland pasture. The lower lying hillside to
the E of the settlement was probably used for cultivation and pasture. Further down the hill
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another substantial dyke is present separating the woodland from the hillside. Again, the
woodland may have been used for pasture. The arrangement of the two main stone dykes shown
on the Frist Edition OS map suggest this area to the E and N of the settlement was the
cultivation area.
The head dyke F13 appears to have continued all the way along the W side of the settlement
forming an enclosure in the central area between structures F4 and F9. It is very severely
damaged by forestry ploughing and plantation but can be traced by intermittent stones that lead
to the NW corner of structure F4. However, forestry damage and the upcast of natural boulders
on the edges of the forestry plough furrows might have created a misleading stone alignment.
The terrain of plough furrows, stumps, fallen / felled timber overgrown by upland vegetation
was difficult to traverse safely. Some segments were more convincing than others and it was
an alignment of stones leading NW from the NW corner of structure F4 that tipped the balance
in favour of the identification of a continuous dyke along the W side of the settlement.
The First Edition OS map shows a curve at the S end of this dyke joining it to the NW corner
of enclosure F14. This feature does not survive, and is not shown the Second Edition OS map,
but the volume of stones and bank like nature at the end of the upstanding remains suggests
this may have been removed although no sign of a foundation crossing the track was located.
The original head dyke layout may have merged into the W and S sides of the enclosure F14
and then continued as the E side of enclosure F11 and the original E side of enclosure F10,
with a slightly different alignment shown on the First Edition OS map, incorporated the
integrated E end wall of F9 and continued as wall F8 to the NE corner of house structure F4.
It is possible this postulated wall line was constructed in the late 19th century associated with
the remodelling of the no longer occupied site for use associated with sheep farming.
The forestry damage is too severe to be certain, but enough stones were present to indicate a
possible wall and it is shown as a dotted line on the site plan.
.
Condition: Extremely poor and ploughed out by forestry operations. The dyke runs N into the
forestry plantation but was not traced to determine its condition.
Mitigation: Cutting back of the branches (brashing) that encroach on the dyke in the standing
plantation is recommended. Increasing the visibility of the feature would aid interpretation
and make it more obvious during future felling operation.
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View to the W of the head dyke F13. 2m scale is at the base of the basal turf and stone
bank, on level track F15, and horizontal scale on top of the drystone wall on top of the
bank.

View to the N showing - on the righthand side the bank forming the W side of enclosure
F14. The large boulder with the scale in the distance is the head dyke F13 and the level
area in between these two features is the level grassy track F15.
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View to the NNW with the N and W walls and NW corner of structure F4 in the
foreground and scale poles on the line of stones that may form the south end of an
unmapped line of the head dyke F13. Before felling.
Feature 14 Enclosure
This enclosure is shown on the First Edition OS map at the north extremity of the settlement
and was integrated in the head dyke.
The enclosure was difficult to record due to two large fallen larch trees lying over the interior.
Their uprooted root plates have caused considerable damaged the western end of the S bank of
the enclosure. However, the interior has not been ploughed, and its interior has some good
quality fertile pasture grass and is colonised by birch.
The enclosure measures c. 24m x 24m overall in the interior, it is slightly narrower at c. 20m
long on the S side. The W bank has been terraced into the hillside, probably taking advantage
of a natural terrace, and stands to 0.50m to 1.50m high. This edge incorporates large boulders
and is enhanced natural edge. The E side of the enclosure is a platform edge only0.50m high.
This may have been a fenced edge in the past as there is no sign of a bank or wall structure
over the majority of its length. At the N end and the NE corner return there is the suggestion
of a deflated turf bank, but the adjacent forestry ploughing makes it difficult to be certain. The
level nature of the interior space and upstanding W side suggests a degree of cut and fill may
have been employed in its construction.
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The N bank is fairly well preserved over the western 15m of its length and measures 1.70m
wide and stands up to 0.60m high. Over the easternmost 9m it is a platform edge with the
suggestion of a deflated turf bank.
Condition: Forestry ploughing has encroached to the N and W sides of the enclosure and
damaged it at the SW, but it has not been ploughed. It has only just survived the forestry
operations. Its lower lying ‘cut and fill’ nature would have made it more difficult to plant and
the interior and majority of the banks have survived.
Mitigation: The two large larches were cut into sections so that they can be removed by the
community woodland volunteers.

View SSW over enclosure F14 with the N bank in the foreground marked with scale poles
and backpack. Before felling.
Feature 15 Track
At the NW corner of enclosure F14, on a terrace above the line of its W side and running
parallel to the E side of the head dyke F13 is a level grassy 2m wide track. It has been damaged
and destroyed by forestry to the N and south.
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The First Edition OS map indicates the head dyke retuned to join the W side of enclosure F14
in this area but no trace of this now survives.
Condition: Only a very small section of the track survives at the NW corner of enclosure F14.
Mitigation: Nothing required.

View to the N showing track F15 with the large boulder marking the end of the disturbed
head dyke F13 and the vertical scale pole at the right marking the NW corner of enclosure
F14.

Summary Conclusion
The First and Second Edition OS mapping indicate that the site was in ruins by the mid-19th
century (1869) and that by 1898 it had been adapted for sheep farming with the addition of
enclosures at the N side of the settlement. The archaeological evidence indicates that one
structure, shown as a single celled building in 1868 and a two celled building with an enclosure
attached to is N side in 1898, was taken down to the earlier foundations and completely rebuilt.
One additional two roomed structure, F3, not shown on the OS mapping was identified.
Previous interpretation of the OS maps had identified four buildings and two enclosures.
However, the southernmost structure F1 previously identified as a building is in fact trapezoidal
in shape, has no constructed S wall and is too wide to have carried a cruck framed roof. It is
therefore interpreted as more likely to have been an enclosure.
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It is likely that further ancillary features associated with the joint tenancy clachan have been
destroyed by forestry ploughing, plantation and felling which has encroached into the
settlement area.
The tree felling, which was carried out without mishap or any damage being caused to the
structures, has greatly improved the accessibility of the site; the ability to understand and
interpret the site and will make a considerable contribution to preservation of the ruins.
It is also noted that ‘Cory Von’ is shown on Pont’s map of c. 1590.

Recommendations
Further clearance of brash for c. 20m radius in all directions would aid in the accessibility,
visibility, interpretation and overall setting of the site.
Bracken is established over the S wall of enclosure F6, the N and E walls of F3 and N end of
wall F12. This should be managed and eradicated by continual cutting to weaken it. The
bracken should not be forcibly pulled out as this would dislodge masonry.
Saplings should be cut before they become established.
No consolidation work is required with the exception of the partition wall in structure F9.
The partition wall in structure F9 has been smashed and collapsed by tree fall. The main path
route into the settlement passes thought the building and further foot traffic adjacent to the
collapsed stones might cause further damage to the upstanding parts of the wall as visitors
would need to clamber over them. Considering the very boggy ground here visitors would
climb over the collapsed stone to keep their feet dry. The reconstruction of this wall by an
experienced drystone dyker would not be difficult as all the stones are present, and the collapse
pattern is clear. The rebuilding of this wall would enhance visitor interpretation and also allow
a suitable timber causeway path to be built. Archaeological monitoring of a drystone waller is
not required.
Interpretation Board
It is proposed that the site interpretation board is located inside structure F9, on the E side of
the path. The reasons for this location are that it would not be obvious or intrude on the
settlement remains as a whole and it is in a sheltered position. It was originally suggested that
the sign was located at the beginning of the path to the site, but this is too far away from the
settlement remains to benefit visitors and help them interpret and understand the remains. The
proposed location is subtle and would not detract from the overall views of and within the site
but would provide the necessary interpretation information required to enhance the visitor
experience.
Archaeological monitoring of the installation of the interpretation board will be required as
posts or foundations will be required. Monitoring of the associated timber causeway may also
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eb required depending on the construction techniques and it is recommended that this is
minimised by installing the interpretation board on the causewayed platform.
Paths
The interior of structure F9, where the interpretation board is proposed, and the space between
structure F9 and structure F4 is wet and boggy ground. There is permanent standing water in
the space between the two buildings. Drainage of this area is difficult, if not impossible, to
achieve without cutting through the wall F8 which in effect acts as a dam. Wall F8 is already
denuded and its surviving remans should eb reserved in situ. A timber causeway path is
recommended through structure F9 to the rise in the ground on the N side of structure F4. A
timber causeway leading to the interpretation board is also recommended as the interior of the
building is also bog.
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Feature 2 E part of building and W wall
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Feature 2 W end interior
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Feature 2 window in S wall
Feature 2 interior partition wall
Feature 2 interior general
Feature 2 interior general
Feature 2 N wall interior
Feature 2 N wall interior
Features 2, 6 and 4, scale on NW corner of structure F6
SE corner of F2, 1m scale on foreground on NW corner of F6 and 1m
scale in background on junction of F12 and F6 walls.
NE-SW section of F6wall joining F2 to F12 / F6
F6, NW corner
F6 enclosure with E wall in foreground, N wall and F4 on right up to
corner of F2 and overgrown F6 wall on left.
F6 enclosure from NW corner, 2m scale on F3 / F6 wall in bracken
as #31
Feature 4
Feature 4
Feature 4
Feature 4
Feature 4
Feature 4 from W wall
Feature 4
Feature 4 interior
Feature 4 partition wall and entrance on S side
as #41
Feature 4, window in S wall and E half with fallen lintel / sill
as #43
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Feature 4 W end room
Feature 13 line of head dyke scale on NW corner of F4 in foreground
Feature 4 E room
Feature 4 E room
Feature 4 E room
Feature 4 Installation in NE corner
Feature 4 installation in NE corner ‘box’ setting in interior
Feature 4 installation in NE corner, curved wall
Feature 7 knocking stone in wall F8
Feature 7 knocking stone in wall F8
Feature 7 knocking stone in wall F8
Feature 7 knocking stone, wall F8 and NE of F4
Features 7, 8 and 4
Feature 4 N wall
Feature 4 N wall
Feature 4 N wall
Feature 4 E wall
Feature 5 wall with dog leg return
Feature 5 wall view along NNE line
Feature 5 wall view along SE line
Feature 3
Feature 3 W compartment
Feature 3 partition wall
Feature 3 S wall of W compartment
Feature 3 S wall
Feature 6 S wall
Feature 12 wall and general condition
Feature 1 N end for wall F12
Feature 12 general view of E side
General view from F4 to F9
Feature 1 N wall and interior general view
Feature 1 W wall construction detail
Feature 1 S ‘wall’ utilises cliff face W end from bank of burn
Feature 1S ‘wall’ utilises cliff face E end from bank of burn
Feature 1 general interior
General view across enclosure F10 to structure 9
General view across enclosure F10 to structure 9
Feature 9 N elevation
Feature 9 N elevation
Feature 9 and wall F8, knocking stone F7 and house F4.
Feature 9 and wall F8, knocking stone F7 and house F4.
Feature 9 and F10 NE corner of F9 showing keyed in stonewalling
Feature 9 partition wall and fallen tree
Feature 9 general view from W side
Feature 9 NW corner and SW corner of enclosure F10.
Feature 9 interior W end
Feature 9 interior W end
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100 NW
Feature 9 tree fall and damaged wall recommended for restoration
101 N
Feature 9 S elevation
102 N
Feature 9 S elevation
103 E
Feature 9 E end
104 NE
Feature 9 E end
105 SSE
General view over space between F9 and F4.
106 SW
General view to F2 and W end of F4
107 S
Feature 9 fallen tree and partition wall
108 E
Feature 9 W external elevation
109-111NE
Feature 10 enclosure, general view and entrance
112 W
Feature 9 N wall W side draw bar holes
113 E
Feature 9 wall E side draw bar holes
114 E
Feature 10 E wall building break / remodelling at curve of wall
115 E
Feature 10 detail capping course E wall interior
116 NE
General view of enclosures F1 and F14 from NW corner of F10
117 SE
Feature 10 general view
118 NE
Feature 10 general view
119 SE
Feature 10 and F9 E wall exterior
120 SE
Feature 10 as # 119
121 N
Feature 10 E wall exterior
122 N
Feature 10 E wall exterior
123 NNW
Feature 10
124 N
Feature 10
125 SW
Feature 11 enclosure interior
126 SSW
Feature 10
127+128W
Feature 9 E end exterior note bulge at join of F10 and F9
129 SW
as #127-128
130+131NNE
Feature (and F 10 junction E wall
132 N
General view of F8, F7 and F9
133 N
General view and F9
134 S
Feature 8 wall
135 N
Feature 9 S entrance
136+137NE
Feature 11 enclosure E side
138 N
Feature 11 N side
139 N
Corner of Features 11 and 14, track F15 and dyke F13 in background
140+141 S
Dyke F 13 on right, track F15 and 2m scale on W side of enclosure F14
142 SSE
View along dyke F13 to enclosure F10
143 E
Feature 14 N part with 2m scale at NW corner, N bank shown
144 NE
N bank of enclosure F14 from track F15
145 NNW
W end of enclosure F14, track F15 and dyke F13
146 W
Dyke F13 with track F15in foreground and NW corner of F14
147 N
Dyke F13, track F15, W side of F14
148 SW
Feature 14 enclosure and N bank.
9 March 2020 felling and post felling
149 S
General shots of felling, all taken from enclosure F10 (requirement to
be two tree lengths away from chainsaws. F9
150-159 S
Feature 4 felling
160-161 S
Feature 9
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162+163 E
164-168 S
169 SW
170 S
171-177SW
178-179 S
180+181 SW
182 S
183 N
184 NNE
185 NW
186 NE
187 E
188-190 E
191 W
192 NE
193 E
194 WNW
195 NE
196-197 NNE
198 E
199 E
200 SE
201 NE
202-203E
204 NE
205-206 NE
207-208 N
209-210 S
211-212 N
213-214 SE
215-216 WSW
217-218 N
219-221 N
222-223 E
224-225 N
226 NNW
227 NW
228 N
229-230 ENE
231 NW
232-234 E
235 S
236-237 SSW
238-239 SW

Feature 9
Feature 4
Feature 2
General felling in progress
Feature 2 (lashing rain!)
Feature 4
Feature 2
Feature 1 structure post-felling
Feature 1 structure post-felling
Feature 12 wall post-felling
Feature 2 structure post-felling
Feature 4 structure post-felling
Feature 2 structure post-felling
Features 2 and 4 structures post-felling
Feature 2 structure post-felling
Feature 4 structure post-felling
Wall F6 and structure F4 post-felling
Feature 2 structure post-felling W wall
Feature 2 structure post-felling interior
Feature 2 structure post-felling N wall
Feature 2 structure post-felling S wall
Enclosure F6 (bracken still to be cleared)
Wall F12
Feature 4 structure post-felling
Feature 4 structure post-felling
General post felling of area between F4 and F9
Feature 4 structure post-felling installation
Feature 4 structure post-felling N wall
Feature 4 structure post-felling S wall
General post felling of F9 and F10 from F4
E wall of F6 and S wall of F4
Structure F2 from structure F4
General post felling of F9 and F10 from F4
Wall F8 and knocking stone F7, F9 and F10 in background, from F4.
Structure 9, SE corner
Structure 9, SE corner
Structure 9, S wall
Structure 9
Structure 9
Structure 9
Structure 9, partition wall to be restored
Structure 9, interior and proposed location of sign board
General site view to F10 and F4 in background
General site view for enclosure F11
General site view post felling from enclosure F11.
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Reporting and Contents and Location of the Archive
The project archive will be deposited in the National Historic Environment Record on the
completion of all work. A digital copy will be supplied to the West of Scotland Archaeology
Service.
The archive consists of:
• 1 x DVD containing all photographs, figure drawings, scans, maps and background
information contained in this report and a copy of this report.
• 1 x field survey drawing
• 1 x field notebook including two loose pages of waterproof writing paper (photo lists)
Entries summarising the work will be submitted t OASIS and Discovery and Excavation in
Scotland.
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